Celebrity Baby News: Jordin
Sparks Celebrates Baby Shower
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In celebrity news, Jordin Sparks celebrated her baby shower in
Arizona, where she’s from, with family and friends on Sunday,
according to UsMagazine.com. The singer took a post to
Instagram, a photo of her niece kissing her baby bump,
captioned: “Little Bug can’t wait to meet her cousin. We had a
low key baby shower for Little Man in AZ . . . It was
beautiful. I am so grateful for the support system. I’ve had
growing up and the roots that took hold to support us now. The
journey is incredible. God is good.” Sparks and her celebrity
baby-to be are super cute.

In this celebrity baby news,
Jordin’s niece is super excited to
meet her cousin! What are some ways
to introduce your baby to family
and friends?
Cupid’s Advice:
There are many different ways that you can introduce your
little bundle of joy to family and friends — the choice is
yours. Cupid has some tips:
1. Social media: Post a cute photo on Facebook, Instagram,
etc. Posting a precious photo is one of the simplest ways. You
can literally share the photo with so many people without
having all the germ fears first-time parents go through. If
you don’t like the idea of social media, send it through a
photo message individually or in a group chat.
Related Link: Kylie Jenner Plans to Keep Motherhood Journey
with Stormi Private for Now
2. Throw a small get-together: Hosting a nice intimate
gathering at your place is a cute and fun way to introduce
your baby to your friends and fam. It can also relax the new
mommy. Being around loved ones can be good for you and your
baby, as long as you know and let everyone know about how long
the meetup should last. Let everyone rave about your cute
little one, but know how much you can handle in a time of big
transition and probably one of the most tired times of your
life.
Related Link: Get Inspired by
NurseriesPosted In: Parenting
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3. On a one at a time basis: Sometimes, some moms prefer to

keep their kids more sheltered than usual in the beginning.
That’s fine. Have friends and family come over one by one, in
pairs, or in small groups to see your little one. Sometimes
babies do get overstimulated, which is why this option makes
sense.
What are some ways you or those around you introduced their
baby? Comment below.

